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Kelly: You're listening to the See Jane Invest Podcast, episode Three. See Jane make more
with Farnoosh Torabi, personal Finance Authority and author of the book, When She
Makes More. 

Hi, I'm Kelly Keenan Trumpbour. As an angel investor and film producer, there's one
question I always ask myself and the women I mentor, what does it mean to invest in
yourself and not simply wait around for someone else to invest in you? 
If you want to play big in places that might not be familiar with your voice, your brand of
leadership your place in the world, the first person you should be expecting to back you
is you. So if you're craving a conversation that goes beyond hiding for a seat at the table
and instead talks about how to take up a whole damn lunch room, you're in the right
place. 

Welcome to the See Jane Invest Podcast. 

You know whether you're a founder, a creative or someone who's trying to come up with
their next big idea, personal finance has to be a part of the equation whenever you're
thinking about putting something out into the world, you know, even investors like me,
we have to mind our personal finances otherwise we can't do what we love. And that's
why I invited our guest today Farnoosh Torabi onto the program. 

Farnoosh Torabi is one of America's leading personal finance authorities hooked on
helping Americans live there richest, happiness lives. From her early days reporting from
Money Magazine to hosting a prime time series on CNBC and becoming the resident
financial columnist for O, the Oprah Magazine, she's become a favorite go to money
expert and friend. 

Millions of Americans tune in to Farnoosh's award winning podcast, So Money where she
interviews leading experts, authors and influencers from Tony Robbins to Margaret Cho
about their financial perspectives, money failures and habits. 

Farnoosh is a sought after speaker and best-selling author of multiple books. Her work
and advice have been featured in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Fortune,
Forbes and Time. She appears on major news and talk shows regularly including the NBC
today show, Dr. Oz and CNBC. 
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It's a pleasure to welcome her because she is someone that I have had so many
wonderful conversations with and I know you're going to love everything we dive into. 
Today I am so excited to welcome Farnoosh Torabi to the show. She is a friend. She's a
mentor. She has done many cool things in the personal finance space. And as she's
going to tell us, she actually recently just got into angel investing. Farnoosh, welcome to
the show. I'm just so excited to have you here. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Thank you so much, Kelly. Congratulations- 

Kelly: Thank you. 

Farnoosh Torabi: On launching your podcast. 

Kelly: I know. I know. It's so exciting. It's so exciting. Wonderful to have a guest like you
on because I wanted you to come on and talk to my audience about personal finance for
startups. What I see a lot of the people that I've met in the startup world struggle with is
how they take care of themselves financially, while they're putting so much effort, so
much money into their dream startup, creative business, whatever. And I just felt like
you had such a cool background to tell us about this. Plus you just recently got into angel
investing. So why don't you take a minute and just tell us about how you got to where
you are. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Wow. Okay, a minute- 

Kelly: Oh, no. You got more than that. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Okay. Well, long story short, I mean, today I am a financial expert. And I
kind of look at myself as this mini media company where I provide a lot of different kinds
of content in all shapes and formats around this idea of financial freedom and financial
empowerment and I have a podcast and books and I speak and I do brand partnerships
and everything in between. I love my career, my life it's something that I'd never thought
that my life would have so many perspectives, my career would have so many avenues.
But here I am. 

And it started I guess, way back in the early days of college. I was a finance major and
pretty quickly into that, I realized I don't want to have a traditional job in finance, being,  
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you know, someone on wall street or working as a consultant or a financial planner. I
was really interested in financial theories and practices and the stories of Wall Street and
how businesses got built. But I didn't really want to be crunching numbers for living and I
stuck with finance and decided that upon graduating I would enroll in a master's
program in journalism to sort of marry my business background with my love of
storytelling and communication and really at the end of the day, like I always wanted to
be somebody who was talking storytelling connecting and I thought I would find
happiness in the world of business, purely business, but actually, I was fooling myself. 

But I, you know, I figured a way to leverage that. And I walked into Columbia Journalism
School after graduating from Penn State business, and started then after that, after
getting that degree, working in Financial News, and covering all sorts of things you can
imagine in that beat, including taxes, and retirement and Social Security, and mutual
funds and credit and all of that important stuff that I felt as a young person, there was
nobody giving me this information in a way that was digestible, exciting, applicable, and
here I was, you know, 23 years old, 24 years old, tasked with the job of like trying to
make this applicable and service driven for the readers at Money Magazine where I was,
and I thought, "Maybe I could really make this into a my concentration." 

Like in journalism, it's always helpful to have a niche and I thought, "Okay, this could
probably be where I nichofy," and I think that really what then catapulted me into this
world of entrepreneurship is writing my first book. 

So all the while I had jobs I worked at Money Magazine, I worked then at ... later after
that I worked at a news station in New York called New York One News as a business
reporter and business producer. Later on worked at thestreet.com which is co-founded
by Jim Cramer and that was more of my education into all things Wall Street and
investing and reading a corporate statement and reading an earnings statement and
being able to like talk about that live on TV. 

And then all the while I was like freelance writing. Wrote this book called Your So Money.
Live Rich Even When You're Not. going back to my epiphany at Money Magazine which
was that I'm a young person I feel like there's nobody that's really speaking to me at my
level about personal finance. This was my book that I wanted to provide for my peers
and for me personally. 
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And that took on a life of its own. So much so that when I got laid off from thestreet.com
in 2009, I was able to use that book as my parachute, as my platform. And from there
continue to build on my new career which was really 100% financial expert, no longer
employee number 35, at this company. I was now Farnoosh Torabi, a brand an expert
and with that came a lot of learning as I was going along. A lot of faking it till I made it,
but you know, ultimately landing in a place where I've gotten now of this career that's got
all these different revenue streams, different activities, different ways of connecting with
my audience, and it's all about every year I feel like it's all about renewal, reinvention, but
also doing what's working continuing to do what's working and it's never a dull moment. 

Kelly: And it's, you know, we've talked about how important it is to have people who are
representing what they do, and to break away from the traditional mold. And I know you
and I had a conversation about an audition you went to, and how you had this wonderful
line about why you should be hired for that role. And can you tell us about what
happened that day and why you were the perfect person to be the face of that show. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Sure. So early on in my career after I got laid off, and I decided I didn't
want to go back to work in the traditional nine to five medium, I wanted to really try to
build the platform as a personal brand, and part of that was to do more television and I
had a broadcast background and really enjoyed being on camera. And my talent agent
got me some meetings in Hollywood. You know, like what ... I was like pinching myself
like, "Where am I? This is crazy." 

And got me an audition with a production company where they were going to, they were
searching for a variety of experts to do a show remake, sort of like a makeover show for
moms. Moms were the subject and then these people will come in and experts will come
in and help her, kind of tidy up her life in various ways. So there'd be like a nutrition
expert, a money expert, a fitness expert, you know, design expert to come in, like make
over her life. 

And I was invited to audition to be a like, you know, to be one of the many money
experts they would interview to land this gig. And I'm on camera and they're like, just be
yourself. Talk about what you do. And you know, ultimately they ask, "Why should we
hire you? Why are you different?" And you know, "I know my industry I'm not blind to the
average person who is in my shoes. It's a guy usually wearing a suit who's 20, 30 years
older. And I said to the camera, you know, I like to think that by hiring me, you're going  
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to get someone who's vibrant, could also be able to connect to the audience. I'm female.
I know most of your viewers are women. And I just like to think that I'm more of a
relatable expert that I really am speaking from the trenches as somebody who, you
know, is a female is, you know, working and has all the same kinds of struggles
potentially, that our subjects will and I'm not your grandfather's financial accountant or
financial advisor and I think that I hopefully will be a breath of fresh air or like a new
perspective." 

And, you know, I also wore something colorful, and I smiled and I was ... I sort of played
the part, but I was also playing myself, but I amplified that for this potential opportunity,
and they hired me because I think that they ultimately really appreciated that, you know,
they didn't want to bring on somebody who is going to be the same old, same old. 

Kelly: Well, I've always found that it's important in any space that you want to see some
change that you model the difference you want to see happen. And with what you did,
and what I try to do is See Jane Invest, when I go into rooms that are full of mostly older
white guys who are VCs, angels, it's not that there's anything wrong with them being
there, it's just that if you don't get more people who look different, who are representing
a minority gender into those rooms, things don't change as quickly as you might like. 

And I think the perspective that you brought and have been bringing to the personal
finance space is really important because especially when you started, I mean, holy cow,
that was right after the recession and that was a huge, huge turning point in so many
people's lives and for the younger generation I mean, that was starting over. That was
like not much hope on the horizon. 

So, for you to show up to bring your natural vibrancy, the color of your personality and
put that into finance during what was a pretty bleak time. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Yeah. 

Kelly: I mean, I think that's just you being a very relatable source. And you've brought
that to almost every endeavor that you've, you know, whenever you're talking about
finance. You inject you into it. And that's what I really love about so many women and
initiatives is that the conversation about what we kind of want to see and what changes
we're hoping for come from that energy. 
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Farnoosh Torabi: It is a very female thing I will say that at least from my perspective, and
you know, I was at an event recently where a bunch of female entrepreneurs were
presenting their business ideas and their stories and it was this sort of intimate setting
but you know the purpose of the event was to ... in the audience were media including
me, and then these women would get up and talk about like, who they were and what
their business was about. And inevitably, every woman started off with a personal story
that then they connected to the why of their business. And it was a gentleman sitting
next to me, who's an angel investor, who's an entrepreneur himself. And he was like, you
know, "It's so interesting every single woman has presented so far and made a point to
talk about their background and how that's fed their mission." And I go, "Yeah, well, it
makes sense, right?" 

And he's like, "But truth be told, like, I don't think most men would do that, you know, or
at least we're not it's not our instinct as much as it is maybe a woman's instinct to do
that." 

And you know, I think that, I don't know which has more merits,  all those women that
presented totally connected with people in the audience. And I think that for me, it
worked you know, hearing those stories. I got it. I got why they were so passionate about
what they were doing, whether it was like a nutritionist or a psychiatrist, or somebody
who started up a widget company, like I understood now, the why of their business and
it made me more attached to what they were delivering. 

Kelly: Yeah, I've seen it work both ways. Sometimes a personal narrative if it's just very
anecdotal, and it's leaned on throughout a pitch as, like, kind of the only reason to invest
in it, like, "Hey, doesn't this have so much meaning for you, too?" That's where you can
lose people. 

But I think it's, it's been missing in business. And I think maybe this is an
overgeneralization, but women in particular, I think, have a radar for kind of what's BS
and what's not. And there's, it's pretty hard to fake that authentic story of, "No, this is
really how I got here. And this is why this means something to me." And when I hear that
as an investor, it doesn't secure my investment but it does make me perk up and go,
"Okay, this is going to drive you." Like this is like in you. 

This isn't just, "Hey, I like flipping companies," which, hey, there's nothing wrong with
that either. But you know, sometimes you want to see that there is such a personal  
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investment in a company that that's what's going to take someone to the next level. So in
your career, you know, the fact that you were able to bring that I'm sure that is what
makes people relate to you, that makes people want to hear your take on things and one
of the takes that I certainly appreciate and then I know my audience want to hear about
is your book, When She Makes More, because talk about a phenomenon. 

I have known so many female founders, female creatives out there where they're
struggling in dating, they're maybe struggling in their marriages, their partnerships
where there's this paradigm shift and women are really becoming the breadwinners. I
even saw something where there's been like, in the first time in like centuries, men are
kind of becoming the social climbers that women used to get labeled as, like they're
trying to marry up by who they married. And it's not something that everybody's
prepared for. So yeah, tell us about this book and why you wrote it, and, you know, the
gems that you got from it. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Thank you. Well, you said it. We're not prepared for this paradigm shift.
I certainly wasn't when I got involved in my now marriage, then, you know, with my
boyfriend, and it really didn't seem like it would be an issue in our relationship. 
When we first started dating, I think we were more or less on par salary wise. And then
as I got laid off, ironically, and started to put together different revenue streams, I just
had more of a, you know, kind of sky was the limit for my income potential. Whereas he
was salaried. So it quickly changed. I became the breadwinner in the relationship and
then have been since. 

And you know, to be honest, when we were just dating it was fine. Like it was like a non-
issue more or less. And certainly there were moments where you would have sticker
shock around things where I would be more comfortable paying up for certain things
because of just my ability to, I had more spending power but, you know, I guess every
couple is different. 

But I think when it became really a kind of a sticking point or pain point in our
relationship was when we were about to get married and family started to weigh in on
this paradigm shift. And namely like my parents and my mom who were like, "How is this
going to work" You know, don't you want to have kids? And then if you do have kids, how
does that shake out if you're making more Farnoosh and then you want to spend time
with your kids and not working, like how do the bills get paid?" 
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iAnd you know, they had a point but I didn't really think it was going to be a problem and
to be honest, like our relationship is, we're much better off than I think others who may
be more traditional in the way that they see gender roles in marriages. But really, I
wanted to write this book because I did find myself at a bit of a, you know, sort of hard
place where I felt like I was trying to put off pressure from my family. 

I also felt that society was not really rewarding me, not that I was looking for rewards,
but it wasn't even acknowledging as a good thing that I was the female breadwinner. I
almost felt like it was a something I shouldn't talk about that it would be embarrassing to
my maybe, sometimes to Tim if I brought it up. 

I remember being in a job interview and this is probably illegal for the interviewer to ask
me but he said, "What is your husband do?" 

Kelly: Oh wow. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Yeah and it kind of like just made me feel weird and I, you know, New
York it's all about power couples and I Felt like we're not really a power couple. We're a
great couple, but we're not defined by, you know, his job and my job. And so it just got to
this point where I was like, I think I need to talk about this with someone, and as
someone who I consider myself, you know, pretty much someone who has a handle on
her finances and pretty much able to talk about anything to do with money. 

This was the … for the first time in my life and in my career, I felt like I didn't have the
communication skills and I didn't have the solution frankly, for like how to deal with
family that gets nosy about your financial paradigm in your marriage. And how do you
deal with society who's like look giving you the side eye because maybe your husband
decides to become a stay at home dad because he makes less or, you know, even just
within the relationship if there are issues that have to do with money and power which
happens. 

I mean, I actually found through the research that when she makes more, there's a
higher chance for divorce. His ego gets bruised, she feels like overwhelmed because
when I especially, when I talk to moms who make more in their marriages they're like,
"Gosh, we get why, you know, making more is like in traditionally it's been one person's
job and their only job, you know, but as mom you're at the forefront of parenting, you're
at the forefront of earning now as the breadwinner." It's a lot of pressure. 
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So I wrote this book to help women and couples ultimately have the tools and have the
language and have the support to thrive in their relationships for whatever reason that
they were feeling less than or like their relationship was lacking in some way because of
this nuance. I wanted to save marriages frankly and I think I have in the process. I've got
people coming up to me saying, "You have saved my marriage, and thanks to you ..." or
men come up to me and they're like, "Thank you for writing this book because it's really
allowed me to see the world through my wife's eyes in a way that I have never before. I
didn't think I took for granted." You know, because it really brought so many stories of
women who make more and the interesting complexities that they deal with, whether
it's like their femininity that sort of they feel is threatened or the pressure to provide. 

Yeah, Ellie Long has this amazing Netflix special. 

Kelly: Yes, she does. 

Farnoosh Torabi: And she talks about how since her last Netflix special, her husband
works on wall street like he's a finance guy has an MBA from Harvard. 
She didn't ever expect to be the breadwinner now she makes more than her husband
and she's from a very traditional Asian family and her mother was like, "Ali Don't you feel
like you've taken something away from your husband now that you make more?" And
she goes, "What? You mean like the pressure to provide?" 

So on point and you know, the book is now four years old and I was hoping that at this
point, we'd be in a more progressive place when it comes to gender roles and marriage
and expectations. And I don't think we really move the needle much. I think that because
so much of how we are conditioned to feel and the things that we're conditioned to
expect in a marriage are rooted in like centuries of conditioning and cultural
expectations and some people would even say like it's the cave man, cave woman
instinct for men to want to go out there and provide and women to gather and or rather,
you know, support the hunters and gatherers. 

So for all those reasons, society and our prefrontal cortex like aren't aligned with where
we really should be. Intellectually it's like this shouldn't be a problem, but yet it is in a lot
of marriages. 

I think for the younger generation, it's easier than like, with even my generation and up,
because we were raised much more traditionally. 
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Kelly: Now, I think that's true. It's funny. So my husband and I just had a baby last year.
And, you know, for a long time, we weren't even sure if we were going to be able to have
kids, we dealt with infertility. But one of the odd benefits of going through that was that
we had a lot of time to discuss what was our ideal situation. And it became very clear to
my husband and I, that I really like working and I like being the one who's out doing
things, and he does too, but he's a professor and he really, really wanted to be a dad and
he told me he's like, "Look, if this works out for us, I really want to be there. I want to
enjoy this. So I don't mind if I wind up you know, slowing down my career a little bit if
you want to go do what you do." 

And that was like actually a dream for me because I always kind of was wondering like,
I'm not sure that I would want to be a full time stay at home mom. I certainly admire and
appreciate women who do decide that, that's right for them. But for me I was like, "I
think I need to stay very active in my career." 

And you know, I sometimes think the paradigm shift serves both men and women
because I feel like men don't get a chance to be honored as good dads. We've noticed
like, we haven't had any horrible comments or anything, but there is a knee jerk reaction
where people kind of noticed that my husband, you know, he took a sabbatical right
after my son was born and his college was great about it. Like they were just like, "We
love you. We want you to come back," but of course like you're due a sabbatical, take it,
you know that's fine." 

Once he did that, people just notice he wasn't working and the first question was, "So is
Jason not working anymore?" And it was like, "No, he's taking paternity leave." You know,
like he's the stay at home dad. 

And people are always asking, like, "So, what are you going to do in the Fall when his
sabbatical's over?" And it's like, "Well, Jason made arrangements with his college that
he's going to have a lighter class load and I'm going to keep working." 

And there's always this head scratcher moment, like, "Okay, and how long is that going
to go long for?" And it's like, "No, no, that's it. That's the plan. That's what we're doing." 
Farnoosh Torabi: Right. Oh, my gosh, that is a what I heard too from interviewing fathers
for my book, where they would be, you know, taking not just paternity, but they're like,
I'm going to stay home now and be the primary caregiver to our children, and their  
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former male colleagues will be like, "No, seriously, like, when you're coming back to
work?" Like, really, and I totally agree with you. It's one of the things I end on in the book
is that, you know, if you are in this relationship, or you're headed in this direction, where
as a woman you make more than your male counterpart that, it's such an opportunity. I
mean, this is really actually what you want, like to take from your relationship as an
example, like you are doing the role that you thrive in most and your husband likewise. 
And if that's actually the life that you guys want, what a great opportunity because not
just for the woman because she's able to like, you know, be happy, be happier, happiest.
But also I think men you know we forget that forever they have been tasked with this
expectation to be the breadwinner and if they're not it's like, oh my god what a letdown.
But if that can actually be reversed, and now they have such an opportunity to explore,
gosh, anything. 

You know, go back to school, like be more present as a father. Start a business. I think
that lifting that pressure from men where traditionally they've been pressured to make
more, is such a gift to them, and I hope that they see it that way. Like that's how I try to
reframe the mind sometimes when people like, "Oh, we're so overwhelmed, like it's not
fair. We're stressed. I don't know what to do." And I'm like, "Let's look at the positive.
Let's look at the bright side. If in fact, as the female, you're making more because you're
happy in your career and this is like you couldn't imagine not working the way you are,
and the pace that you're at." 

And, you know, this is opening up a whole world for your husband, potentially, like taking
that pressure off of him to actually do what he wants to do, to pursue his passions,
which men don't always get to do, in marriage, at least. 

Kelly: No, I think that's right. I think that there's actually some pretty rigid roles carved
out for them and going outside of them, you know, they can actually get so much
scrutiny that we may not even be noticing it because, you know, we're trying to get
through our own barriers and, you know, find our place in the world. 

But I've been amazed at how often it kind of comes back to them like, "Oh, you're doing
what now?" And it's like, "Yeah, why not?" You know, so what's your take on women who
are just, you know, the really driven, ambitious powerful women who are out there in the
dating world and they might be encountering the guys who want to be progressive, want
to say that they enjoy having a woman earn more, but maybe deep down it's still a little
much. Do you have any advice for these women? 
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Farnoosh Torabi: Well date a lot. Date a lot of guys. Cast a wide net. I think that there are
red flags and I don't think that they're all non-negotiable. I think that certainly if the guy
is putting you down a lot or being passive aggressive or sarcastic in a way that is not nice
like about, oh, like, there was an example in the book of a woman who went on a date.
She's in ... in this case this woman was a relationship coach and had her own business.
Lived, worked in LA. had celebrity clients did really well. 

Divorced, and was now back on the dating scene. And she has a big house, she drives a
fancy car. One guy came over to the house for the first time to pick her up. And he walks
in and he goes, "If this thing works out, you don't expect to pay the mortgage on this
house, do you?" And it's like, really, that's the first thing you're going to say. Like, we
haven't even had an appetizer, you know. 

That like, definitely rubbed her the wrong way and that guy didn't last. Versus her now
new husband when he came, and he kind of saw what she was all about and the lifestyle
she led. He was like, "Wow, your home is beautiful." 

Now, and I think that, they'll just tell you who they are on the first day. 

Kelly: Yeah, I remember. I think one of the most romantic things my husband ever said to
me because he met me when I was young. I was in graduate school and you know, we've
been together for a long time now. And at some point or marriage, he said, "I knew I was
getting into the best thing on the ground floor. And I just couldn't wait to see where it
was going." 

And so like to just have that sense of like, oh, yeah, like even just knowing me was the
best investment he ever had and he just wanted to see where that went. I was like, okay,
that's exactly the energy I want. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Yeah and, you know, Sheryl Sandberg's book, Lean In was really
awesome in that it gave women a lot of strategy and mindset shifts to think about like
how to really be more ... to get really what they want out of their careers. But I think
where it lacked, or where I feel like there was a hole was in talking about the importance
of ... and she's even admitted this, you know, since the passing of her husband that she
really undervalued or didn't really give enough credence to the importance of finding the
right partner to support you in those endeavors. 
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And it's not about finding your match in the sense of, you know, your academic match or
your career match. A lot of times women would write to me when I first published the
book and say, "But Farnoosh, I really just want to find my equal and I don't want to settle
for less. I don't want to marry down." 

I'm not saying Mary down, you know, like I don't think that's the goal, but I think we need
to be more open minded and appreciative of all the other qualities that a man, your
partner can provide you that is beyond his academic credentials and his salary and, you
know, his job title that if you are a woman who is very ambitious and wants to work and
that's where you thrive and that's what sparks joy in you, then you need to find a man
that's going to support that because like you said earlier, when kids enter the picture and
this is really where it gets tricky, I think is when you start to have that family and you
become accountable for other people, someone's career, at least for a little bit is going
to have to take a little bit of a back burner. Go on the back burner. It doesn't have to go
away. It doesn't have to, you know, be less fulfilling, but it just has ... you can't have two
people going 100 miles per hour and then you have this little person to take care of.
There's child support and all of that, and then resources and that's great. 

But it's then you know, you still want to leave time for yourselves and for each other, and
for the family. Gets tricky. There's only so many hours in the day. 

Kelly: Absolutely. Yeah. 

Farnoosh Torabi: So that's where I, you know, and so, for me, like the most romantic
thing my husband ever said to me, you know, was that for him more than a job and
more than salary, more than title like he first and foremost wants to be dad, like, that's
the most important title to him. And you know- 

Kelly: Oh, it's wonderful. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Mom is the most important title to me too, but like let's be honest, like I
love working. 

Kelly: Yeah. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Raising children is the hardest thing ever. And I'll be honest, like
working is a lot easier for me and I get a lot of more satisfaction out of it. It's more  
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immediately gratifying [inaudible 00:33:16] get the paycheck. And I love being a
breadwinner. I love the awesome responsibility and I love that I can then also, you know,
support my family in the ways that I do and our community and it just, I don't consider it
like late, you know, it's like a labor of love. 

Like I don't ... and I actually have written about how, in the early days of the book, I
would say, "Well, it's just a coincidence that I make more." It's just a you know, not
coincidence. It's random and it's, you know, it's no one's fault that, you know, who makes
more or less than a relationship just is what it is based on just job roles and salary and
blah, And now that I really am getting honest with myself, I think that I would never settle
for any other kind of relationship. Like I need to be making more or as much all the time
because for me, I equate my freedom and my liberty to being able to support myself
independently, financially and every way else. And so if I was ever in a relationship where
I made less or I wasn't working, I would not be happy. I would be scared out of my mind.
And I think that, that was ingrained in me at a very young age for all sorts of reasons and
it played a role in my picking of a partner in some ways, you know, I didn't want the guy
that was going to be working 100 hours a week making millions of dollars because that
in some ways terrified me. I just, you know, I don't, I guess I'm not a gold digger is what
I'm saying. 

Kelly: Yeah, no. And I also think too, like what you touched on about two different
personalities. It's not that two very similar people can't thrive in a romantic relationship.
But you know, I mean, even when you think about it from a professional level, you want
to have a balance of strengths going on. And I think sometimes women get conflicted,
where they want to be ambitious. They want to be the people who can provide for
themselves. They don't want to be dependent on someone. But maybe, you know, one
of the old fairy tales we tell ourselves is, isn't it great when you have this guy who can
just take care of you? 

Well, that often takes its own level of drive and ambition and to take two highly
ambitious driven people, put them in a house together, get them to parent together, that
can work but it's also a great way to like blow up at each other all the time, because who
gets to go and do the ambitious thing? Unless you can really channel that into very
specific things around the relationship and your family, it's hard and I mean, that's how
we got the 1950s housewife you know. 
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It may not be the model that serves everyone anymore or may not even be a good
model but one of the ways that came about was it's like look, one person goes out and is
doing all the driving, all the effort, and the other person is looking after what is the
domestic front. 

If you have two people who want to both be ambitious, there has to be some negotiating
there and pretty ambitious people don't like negotiating with their dreams, you know,
they're kind of like, "No. I'm not going to sell. I want what I want." 
Farnoosh Torabi: I'm not compromising. Yeah. 

Kelly: Yeah. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Absolutely. We could talk about this ... look, this could be like a whole
Podcast Series. 

Kelly: It should. Yes. Well you've got the book on it and you have your own wonderful
podcast. Everyone listening you've got to check out So Money. She has wonderful guests
on there. I actually got to be on it. So you can look for that episode, which I believe is
coming out the same week as this one. 

Just for a second. Let's talk about the people who are still doing it on their own who are
single. Do you have any advice for the, you know, women who are starting their own
companies, trying to get projects off the ground, what should they be doing to look after
their own financial well-being so they don't just let the company take all the energy out
of financial decision making? 

Farnoosh Torabi: Well, the first thing I would say is that as entrepreneurs, naturally we
probably have a bigger appetite for risk than the average person. And that's all well and
good when you're running a business, but I don't like to take risks in my personal
financial life. 

So, to kind of be able to compartmentalize your personal and your business and say,
"Okay, in my personal financial life I need to have," and this is like actually my
prescription like make sure that you have at least a six months to a year's worth of
savings, and that you have insurance in place and you have sort of like the runway that
you can leverage to then be able to take the healthy risks in your business. 
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Kelly: Yeah, it's so important it is so essential that as tempting as it is to pour everything
into a company, I've seen people get into some very awful situations because they're not
taking care of themselves. And you have to do that. I know businesses seem like the way
to meet your big dream, but I can't emphasize enough how important it is to have a base
level of taking care of yourself. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Financial runway is something that I hear so much from so many
entrepreneurs like I think the sexy story that we hear, that we see in the headlines is like,
entrepreneur lived in his car for three months, ate tuna fish out of a can and started
Facebook, you know, but I think that those stories make the headlines because they're
anomalies and most businesses that do well in the end the entrepreneurs look back and
go, "You know what, I did the good work of giving myself a personal financial runway. I
didn't have to worry about my business and paying my rent and feeding myself, that all
..." 

You know, starting a business is financially stressful and that's kind of unavoidable. But
to the extent that you can control and master your personal financial life, do that. So
then you can have less stress and also give yourself more chances to take risks and be
able to fail and come back up faster. 

Kelly: Yeah, yeah, I think that's just spot on. It's what I tell all of my founders, you know,
and there's a lot to be done during bootstrapping. I'm all in favor of, you know, put the
sweat equity in. Do what you have to do to cover costs, have a second job. But when
your company matures, one of the things that I don't see enough female founders doing
at the right stage. And I guess this is the crucial point, is taking their own salary like you,
you have to pay yourself. You have to build a company that can pay you. If you can't pay
yourself, something's wrong with the business model. 

So that's another thing that I always look for. I want my founders to be at least secure
enough that they're going to be able to show up at the business and not operate from a
place of fear and scarcity. Like that's not going to be a recipe for great business
decisions. 

So when you can get your company well-funded or there's great revenue streams
coming in, you know, plan to make a salary for yourself. Couple years in at the very least. 
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Farnoosh Torabi: Mike Michalowicz has a great book called Profit First. Maybe you
should have him on your show. But he's got a great book on you know, basically what
you just said, the importance of putting yourself first and just making that non-
negotiable every single time you get, every month every payroll because otherwise, yeah,
you're not going to be able to keep it going. 

Kelly: No, no. Well, look, it has been wonderful to have you on here for the people
listening. There are some great ways to interact with Farnoosh. I mentioned her podcast
so many, you got to go check it out. Download it. Subscribe. It's one of my favorites. 

We have her book, When She Makes More as part of our summer giveaway. So people
who enter that, we are going to be giving away 10 of these sets for your ambitious
Summer Reading. Hers is included and there'll be a lovely little note from her in it. So
please look out for that. 

But this Fall, Farnoosh is going to be doing her Book To Brand Conference. If anyone out
there wants to be really serious about getting a book off the ground, I can't recommend
this conference highly enough. There's a lot of things out there about how to get your
message into a book. And this is not for just kind of dabbling, and, "Oh, I think maybe I
have a book idea, I'm not sure. And maybe five years later, I'll do something about it." 

If you're really, really set on getting that book out. And let me tell you, a lot of
entrepreneurs need to do this if they want to elevate themselves to a place of thought
leadership. I'd really go check out Book To Brand. Farnoosh, do you want to just tell us a
little bit more about that? 

Farnoosh Torabi: Thank you. Yeah, it's really become a passion project of mine. The
biggest question I was getting in the last couple years in the speaking circuit was, "How
did you become you?" And I'm like, "What do you mean?" And after some strategic
thinking, I, you know, there is a shorthand answer to that. And that is like I wrote books
and that really helped to catapult my brand and career in to thought leadership and so
many opportunities on the other side of writing books from speaking to brand
partnerships, television opportunities, press. 

I mean if you're interested in that becoming a big part of your brand and work, then the
workshop I think, will be able to give you a lot of the best practices and also this is where
the money is. Introduce you to the best people that I know that have helped me and
others in moving their  
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others in moving their projects, their book projects further along the timeline. So you'll
meet literary agents, publishers, people from the media, talent agents, recent authors
who have gone through the published the traditional publishing route. As well as self-
published authors, we didn't talk about that side of it. And then you know, we invite
people from the brand marketing world to talk about how they identify authors for
influencer campaigns and brand partnerships. I mean big deals like six figure deals. 

And so it kind of in two days, shows you the life cycle or the horizon of a book from
beginning to middle to end and also all the ways to leverage it for your career. It's for me
something that, you know, if this workshop for me was available 15 years ago, I think I
would have been able to shortcut a lot of the strategies. So there's no shortcut to writing
a book. But I think, you know, hopefully what the workshop does is allows you to cut
through a lot of the noise and identify, "Okay, what is the best method to publishing
traditionally? How do I really get my idea refined? What should my idea be for this book?"
After all, you'll get feedback and it's very intimate. 

It's like 10 people that I enroll every time, so I want them to get some quality one on one
time with all of the presenters, so they can leave and actually feel like they have a new
network to build upon. 

So if you're interested in that, please reach out. We're filling up the workshop as I speak
and it's going to be again October 15th and 16th in New York City and you can go to
booktobrand.co to learn more about it and apply. 

Kelly: Excellent. And how about finding out more about you? Where should people find
you online and social media? 

Farnoosh Torabi: Farnoosh.tv is my website. The podcast as you mentioned it's called So
Money, you can find it through farnoosh.tv. You can also go to its own page,
somoneypodcast.com, and I, you know, I'm all over social media but where I'm having
the most fun right now is Instagram, so you can hang out with me there. 

Kelly: Absolutely. Me too. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Yeah. It's just ... I just hope they don't like change it up on us. 

Kelly: I know I know. 
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Farnoosh Torabi: I sort of have departed from Facebook a little bit because I just don't
enjoy the experience. But hey, Instagram's a blast. And so I'm on there. I would love to
connect with you all @farnooshtorabi. 

Kelly: Well, Farnoosh thank you so much, and I can't wait to talk to you again sometime. 

Farnoosh Torabi: Thanks, Kelly. 

Kelly: You can always find this episode and the links we talked about at
seejaneinvest.com/podcast. If you head over there, you're also going to find information
about our big summer giveaway. This is a chance for us to reward you the listeners we
love with some fantastic prizes. Everyone who enters gets my ultimate guide to
networking with investors. But we're also giving away 10 sets of the See Jane Invest
summer book series, which feature five books from authors you're going to hear on the
podcast this summer and into the fall and they're all signed by the authors. So really a
collectible set. 

I'm also giving away three video pitch reviews. You'll send in a video, I'm going to give
you a video feedback in return. It's great way to air your idea, ask some questions and
get feedback from somebody who does it for a living. And finally, one grand prize winner
is going to get my Seal The Deal course and a one on one with me. It's not even open to
the public. So this is your chance to get it for free. So go on over to
seejaneinvest.com/podcast, enter the contest. We want to see you get these prizes and
we want to say thank you for listening. 

If you have a chance, please leave a review on iTunes. It really means so much to
podcasts like mine. It's how we get seen and heard. And of course, share it with your
friends. Find us on social media. We are so grateful you're here and we hope you've
been enjoying the content. That's it for this episode. Until next time, See Jane invest in
her idea. See Jane invest in her community. See Jane invest in her. 


